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Flexigidity Top-Down by the Government of Israel 

This section outlines the adjustments necessary within Israel in order to revitalize the 

Flexigidity of Israeli society. Its first part focuses on actions to be taken by the 

government and the Knesset top-down using tools of legislation, regulation, policies and 

budgets. The second part focuses on areas where civil society can make a significant 

grassroots bottom-up difference, primarily by developing a web of communities that are 

prosperous, inclusive and resilient. 

1. The existence of a sovereign government that shapes the Flexigidity of its 

society makes Israel unique in comparison to any other Jewish community. 

Such government apparatus operates primarily through the work of the central 

government and its agencies, local municipalities, the Knesset and the courts, 

where only a few thousand people are effectively driving legislation, regulation, 

budgeting, adjudication and policy-making. For example, the powerful Budget 

Department of the Ministry of Finance and the Attorney General Office in the 

Ministry of Justice significantly affect the Flexigidity of Israeli society through 

their decisions in the areas of their professional responsibility. These entities do 

not exist in the ecosystem of Diaspora Jewry.  

2. The nature of governmental decision making stands in contrast to the legacy 

and dynamics of the Flexigid society. Government decisions are all too often led 

by politicians who serve specific economic and political interests and by civil 

service professionals, guided by narrow professional mandates. They are shaped 

by deals of give-and-get that are driven by unrelated considerations. Broad based 

public involvement in this process is limited and rare in most cases, and takes 

place primarily through non-profits, advocacy, media outlets and lobby groups. 

Meanwhile, communities, which are the building blocks of the Flexigid society, 

are often absent or excluded from this process. And, there is no formal mechanism 

for involving Diaspora Jewry even on matters that concern its own wellbeing.  

3. Meanwhile, Israel’s Flexigidity and that of Diaspora Jewry must become a 

matter of Israel’s governmental responsibility and concern. As Israel becomes 

the largest and most powerful Jewish entity in the world, its decisions influence 

the overall Flexigidity of the entire Jewish People. Therefore, its ability to take a 

broad view of Jewish society and the incentives to do so are crucially important 

for its capacity to successfully shape its society and to lead the Jewish world.  

Following hereinafter are some of the key areas where the action of Israel’s government 

will have a profound effect on Jewish Flexigidity.  



Israel’s National Security and the Unity of the Jewish People  

4. Zionism’s outlook determinately expects the Jewish world to unify in support 

of Israel and its government. It holds that Israel’s mission is to serve all Jews, 

thus subsuming the meta-stories of peoplehood, faith and covenant, and of or 

la’goim within the framework of Jewish nationhood. This is the foundation of 

Zionism’s expectation from the Jewish world, both institutions and individuals, to 

extend unconditional political and financial support to the State of Israel, in 

general, and to its ruling government.  

5. Indeed, the national security of the State of Israel has been a collective effort 

of the Jewish People. While the bulk of the work and sacrifice was done in Israel, 

critical and invaluable diplomatic, political and financial support came from 

Diaspora Jewry. This legacy goes back to the early days of Zionism and continues 

today with organizations such as United Israel Appeal (Keren HaYesod), Jewish 

Federations of North America and America Israel Public Affairs Committee 

(AIPAC).  

6. However, Judaism’s Flexigidity of mission renders such unified Jewish 

support for Israel and Zionism conditional and unlikely. As discussed earlier, 

Judaism not only sustains its other meta-stories in defiance of Zionism’s 

domineering outlook, but also makes anti-Zionist forces inevitable and as integral 

to Judaism as Zionism itself.   

7. Therefore, the unity of the Jewish People is heavily dependent on Israel’s 

overall societal performance. When Israel’s nationhood credibly integrates the 

narratives of faith, peoplehood and or la’goim and enhances them, support for 

Zionism among Diaspora Jewry increases. When Israel’s societal performance 

challenges these stories, support for Israel dwindles, as many Jews must choose 

between Israel and other values that are central to them. When Israel is corrupt, 

discriminatory and incompetent, Jews around the world distance themselves from 

it. When it contributes to humanity and stands for justice, the Jews of the world 

unite behind it.  

8. National security conduct is the key area that determines the collective 

attitude of world Jews toward Israel. Until 1967, with the memory of the Shoah 

still fresh and traumatic, Israel had the unified and unwavering support of the 

Jewish world, few exceptions notwithstanding. Thereafter, especially as of the 

1980s, collective Jewish support for Israel could not be taken for granted, and 

fluctuated over the years. The Jewish People unites behind Israel when its 

extended hand for peace is rejected and when it is forced into fighting for its 

survival against all odds and does so morally. Conversely, Jews in the Diaspora 

distance themselves from Israel when its military conduct is unethical and 

politically questionable. The Jewish world united in support of Israel following 

the 1976 Entebbe Raid in Uganda, when Israel freed hostages taken by Palestinian 

terrorists, and criticized Israel during the 1982 Lebanon War. More recently, 

Israel’s military campaigns in Lebanon and Gaza, the settlement effort in the West 
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Bank, and the perception that it does not wish to end its control over the 

Palestinian population, are leading to a growing rift among many Jews and Jewish 

communities. So much so that in many Jewish institutions Israel is no longer a 

unifying force, but rather a contentious issue. 

9. This is particularly true as Jews and Jewish communities may be 

increasingly viewed under the pretext of Israel. Israel’s actions and realities, 

achievements and failures will increasingly affect the stature of Diaspora Jewish 

communities within their own societies. While Israel’s success may favorably 

reflect upon Diaspora Jews, the de-legitimization of Israel, being a recent 

mutation of antisemitism,1 will thrive on Israel’s ethical inconsistencies and even 

failures, targeting Jews on those grounds. This condition therefore challenges 

Israel to a higher standard of ethics and morality. 

10. Thus, the logic of Flexigidity calls upon Israel’s national security leaders to 

expand their view and to take into account the unity of the Jewish People as a 

matter of great significance. Israel’s national security will remain complex and 

challenging. It will continue to require military and diplomatic determination, 

agility and courage, as well as the mobilization of Israeli society and external 

support. Thus, this needed perspective and consideration of the Jewish world adds 

another layer of responsibility upon the already burdened shoulders of Israel’s 

leaders when they come to determine policy. The significance hereof transcends 

practicality of political and financial support. Decisions on matters such as 

military activities, preemptive action, relations with the Palestinians and 

international development policies must be shaped also with the Jewish world in 

mind.  

Ending Control of the Palestinian Population 

11. The 1967 Six-Day War placed Zionism in a state of unsustainable dis-

equilibrium and overstretch. As described earlier, that war exacerbated the 

inherent tensions among the Zionist ideals of sovereignty, ownership and control 

over the ancestral Land of Israel; its values of humanism and democracy; the ideal 

of Jewishness and Hebrew society; and the quest to preserve a Jewish majority. 

Furthermore, in 1967 Israel also became overstretched financially, strategically 

and militarily. Therefore, Zionism and Israel withdrew from Sinai and then from 

Gaza, and engaged in a political process with the Palestinians in a prolonged 

effort to restore equilibrium to their core values.  

12. The final phase of restoring this equilibrium in Judea and Samaria is also the 

most difficult from the Jewish, Zionist and Israeli perspectives. First, locations 

in the West Bank such as Beit El, Hebron and Efrat are the Biblical cradle of 

Jewish civilization. Second, there is a real security threat of radical Islamic and 

Arab groups using the West Bank as a launching pad for attacks on Israel’s 

economic and civilian centers, should Israel withdraw from these territories. 

 
1    See Rabbi Sacks, Future Sense, concerning the mutation of antisemitism. 



Third, some anti-Israel groups and forces are also working against ending Israel’s 

control of the Palestinians because they would like to preserve Israel’s 

overstretch. They yearn for Israel’s ultimate implosion within a large political 

entity where Jews become a small majority and even a minority. Therefore, the 

staunch opposition to any such withdrawal in Israel and the Jewish world is 

reinforced by external forces that do not want to see such withdrawal either.  

13. Furthermore, the meta-stories of Judaism do not provide clear guidance, as 

they support both Israel’s continued control of Judea and Samaria, as well as 

its withdrawal from these territories. The logic of religion and faith, basing 

upon religious texts, can support continued sovereignty there, as well as a 

territorial compromise in favor of peace. The logic of peoplehood supports 

withdrawal in order to preserve the unity of the Jewish People, but also challenges 

the right of the State of Israel to compromise ancestral lands. The logic of 

nationhood supports continued sovereignty and control over these territories, as 

well as withdrawal in order to protect the Jewishness of the State of Israel. 

Finally, those who embrace the narrative of or la’goim are also split: most cannot 

fathom a Jewish state that controls a Palestinian population against its will, but 

few speak for the challenge of Israeli-Palestinian and Jewish, Christian and 

Moslem co-existence in one society.  

14. From the perspective of Jewish Flexigidity, Israel’s predicament in the West 

Bank is threatening to the unity of Jewish communities and of the Jewish 

People as a whole. In the present reality, the Palestinian population in the West 

Bank is neither independent to exercise its right to self-determination nor is it 

offered the chance to be integrated into Israeli society. And, Palestinian civilians 

there – whose lives are controlled by Israel’s Ministry of Defense Civil 

Administration – do not enjoy the same rights as the Israelis who live in these 

territories, the so-called ‘settlers.’ This condition pits two of Judaism’s meta-

stories – that of nationhood and that of or la’goim – against each other. It 

therefore threatens the Flexigid Jewish society, as the traditional dynamics of 

unity and adversity within many communities and among them are unable to 

contain that tension and contradiction. 

15. Furthermore, the situation in the West Bank may compromise Israel’s 

political model as the State of the Jewish People. On the one hand, integration 

of the West Bank Palestinians into Israel’s political system within the framework 

of the so-called ‘One-State Solution’ will inevitably dilute Israel’s Jewish 

character. Such a large Palestinian constituency does not share the societal DNA 

of Jewish Flexigidity, yet will still have a stake in shaping its future. This scenario 

would make Israel less appealing to many Diaspora Jews. On the other hand, 

failure to end the control over the Palestinian people will inevitably lead to 

Israel’s isolation and delegitimization in the world, causing a chasm within large 

sections of Jewish Diaspora. In such a scenario, Israel would increasingly 

disenchant many Jews. Some of them may become skeptical about the logic of the 

State of Israel, critical of it and even negate it, not just because of Israel’s ‘human 

rights record’ but also because of its effect on world Jewry. Israel would then be 
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supported by a smaller faction of world Jews. Its claim of being the State of the 

Jewish People may then be discredited.    

16. Thus, from the perspective of Jewish Flexigidity, ending the control over the 

Palestinian population in the West Bank is essential in spite of its increasingly 

unfavorable circumstances. Israel's benefits from a future Israeli-Palestinian 

agreement continue to decrease. Until 2001, the framework of such a negotiated 

deal would have been 'land for peace,' bringing about an ‘end of conflict’ and 

‘finality of claims.’ Then, in the face of continued Arab and Moslem animosity 

toward Israel, the contours of such a contract became 'land for security, ‘possibly 

within an interim arrangement. If present trends persist, even guarantees for 

security may not be achievable, and Israel may face the existential need to end its 

presence in the West Bank through unilateral realignment.  

Integration of and Equality for Israel’s Arab Citizens 

17. The 1948 War placed Israel – and the Jewish People, dating back to Biblical 

times – in a hitherto unprecedented situation where a Jewish majority 

controls a significant non-Jewish minority. Upon its establishment and after the 

War of Independence in 1949, Israel controlled over 150,000 Arabs citizens who 

were Christian and Moslem, representing about ten percent of the population.2 

Their community had been recently defeated in a fateful conflict, in which some 

eighty percent of their brethren departed to Arab territories and were never 

allowed to return. Their ethos was foreign and often hostile to Zionism and 

Judaism, and, for most of them, the State of Israel represented the defeat of their 

society. It has been at least two millennia since the Jewish People had to contend 

with such issues, if ever. Jewish law is elaborate on the treatment of individual 

non-Jews who dwell among Jews. Yet, it was non-existent with regard to co-

existence within the same society with a non-Jewish minority, whose collective 

identity may even be adversarial.  

18. Initially, this condition did not fundamentally upset the equilibrium among 

Zionism’s ideals. With an overwhelming Jewish majority and under such 

political circumstances, Israel could not only be both Jewish and democratic, but 

the Military Governorate of the Arab population was initially seen as both 

necessary and legitimate. The fact that this community could elect its 

representatives to the Knesset as of the first 1949 elections, alleviated some of the 

tension between Israel’s claim and aspiration to be democratic and the de-facto 

condition of its Arab minority. As of 1966, the Military Governorate was 

dismantled altogether. Henceforth, Israel’s Arab citizens were supposed to enjoy 

equal rights in the State of the Jewish People.    

 
2   According to United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), in September 1947 

there were approximately 1,900,000 people living in Mandatory Palestine, 68% of whom were 

Arabs and 32% were Jews. According to the Israeli Bureau of Statistics, by 1949 the Arab 

population in Israel numbered 159,100. See “Statistical Abstract of Israel, No. 55,” 2004 and 

“Statistical Abstract of Israel 2007: Population by district, sub-district and religion”. 



19. However, the integration and equality of the Arab population remains an 

ethical and practical challenge for Israel. In 2013, an estimated eighteen 

percent of Israel’s population was Arab, and seventy percent of this constituency 

was born and raised as citizens of Israel. While the level of socio-economic 

development of Arab communities in Israel rose dramatically since 1949, the lag 

behind Jewish communities, which began with the first Hebrew settlements, 

remains. While the laws of Israel and the rulings of the courts provide for full 

equality, in many instances, discrimination against Arab communities and citizens 

still persists in the allocation of government resources and in the limited 

opportunities available to them in the private sector. As such, issues relating to the 

place of Arab citizens in the State of Israel is a topic of frequent public discourse 

and significant concern.   

Furthermore, relations with the Arab population in Israel have far-reaching 

consequence for Jewish Flexigidity both in Israel and in the Jewish Diaspora.  

20. First, shaping the place of non-Jews and specifically of Arabs in the Hebrew 

and Zionist society requires a talmudic process. While there are multiple 

resident and citizen populations of a variety of nationalities and religions in Israel, 

the most significant by far is the Arab one. Their membership in Israeli society 

demands the creation of a modern and relevant body of laws and regulations that 

are rooted in past sources, yet relevant to a modern society. This talmudic process 

must address the place of non-Jews in the nation-state of the Jewish People, where 

Jewishness permeates the public sphere through the ethos, calendar, national 

anthem and emblem and the Hebrew language. It must balance equal 

opportunities and affirmative action, collective and individual identities, loyalty to 

the state and freedom of association and action, and the Jewish unitary character 

of the state with the particular identities of its non-Jewish communities. That this 

process has taken place, to date, primarily in the institutions of Israel’s 

government, Parliament and judiciary, and not within civil society in the 

traditional Flexigid manner, may be highly compromising.  

21. Second, the equality and integration of Israel’s Arab citizens is of significant 

importance for the unity of the Jewish People. Many Jews judge Israel through 

the prism of the meta-story of or la’goim, closely observing its treatment of its 

minority populations. Should Israel fail to treat its minorities properly, the chasm 

with large segments of the Jewish Diaspora will deepen, while demonstrable 

successes in this regard will create a new source of pride and unity among Jews. 

While the former condition pits the meta-stories of nationhood and or la’goim 

against each other and increases disunity among Jewish communities, the latter 

possibility stands to synergizes them and enhance Jewish cohesion.  

Decentralizing Rabbinic Power  

22. The nature and structure of Israel’s rabbinic leadership is crucially 

important for Jewish Flexigidity both in Israel and in the Diaspora. This is 

one area where the Flexigidity of Israeli Jewry, soon to be the largest Jewish 
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community in the world, has been significantly and unnecessarily compromised 

by the establishment of the State of Israel. That distortion was made possible by 

an electoral system that allows orthodox factions to overreach beyond their own 

communities through the legislation of the Knesset and the policies and budgets of 

the government.   

23. As mentioned, in Israel, the dynamics of Flexigidity have been distorted by 

the orthodox de jure and de facto monopoly over Israel’s religious assets, 

formally marginalizing non-orthodox perspectives. This point relates primarily 

to the orthodox control of the rabbinate and other essential religious services. It 

affects the lives of Israelis in areas such as dietary laws (kashrut), observance of 

Halacha in the public sphere, marriage and divorce, adoptions, burial and 

conversions. It also affects access to and worship in holy sites, most contentiously 

at the Wailing Wall (Kotel). Additionally, the orthodox establishment was granted 

the ability to repudiate rabbis who were not orthodoxly ordained. Granting Jewish 

orthodoxy such power and influence would have not been possible in the 

Diaspora. Thus, Israelis – the majority of whom are non-orthodox – are subject to 

the most stringent interpretation on matters of their civil status, which usually 

does not conform with their own personal outlook. 

24. Jewish Flexigidity in Israel was also compromised by the disempowerment of 

the community-rabbis in favor of Israel’s central and local rabbinates. As 

mentioned, the Diaspora model of rabbinical leadership, which is meritocratic, 

responsive to the needs of the community and permanently competitive, was 

nearly lost in Israel. In its place, rabbis have been appointed top-down by a 

rabbinic council to serve people to whom they may be strangers and even alien. 

Recent legislation of 2013 notwithstanding, that structure remains politicized, 

often corrupted and its communal legitimacy deeply compromised.  

25. Thus, the perspective of Jewish Flexigidity calls for a restructuring of 

rabbinic leadership in Israeli society, giving the power back to the 

communities, to households and to individuals. In other words, Flexigidity of 

Israeli society will increase once state-sponsored rabbinic authority in Israel 

becomes accountable to the general public, to communities and to the people. 

Israel’s Flexigidity would grow if communities would be allowed to choose their 

own rabbis, deciding who will teach them and learn with them, serve them, 

determine Halacha for them and be accountable to them; if a much bigger and 

more representative body of people would elect Israel’s Chief Rabbis; if every 

family, couple and person could choose the rabbis who adjudicate their personal 

matters; and if multiple denominations would manage religious assets. As Rabbi 

Sacks writes, “Judaism must be de-politicized and put back where it belongs, 

in civil society, far removed from all structures of power. That is the 

challenge of Judaism in the State of Israel in our time.”3 

 
3  Sacks, Future Tense, p. 178. 



Governance that Serves Societal Pragmatism 

26. Collective pragmatism has been one of the key characteristics of Jewish 

society and an outcome of the dynamics of Jewish Flexigidity. As described 

earlier, that outcome emerges out of the interplay between the decisions and 

actions of many small units of communities and households, many of whom may 

espouse radical outlooks. The absence of one authority that controls the life of all 

Jews has been an essential condition in this respect.  

27. The establishment of the State of Israel dramatically altered this societal 

mechanism through the creation of institutions of central authority. The 

concentration of power in the hands of a government has been essential to the 

Zionist revolution in Jewish life. This government acts in areas where Israel’s 

Jewish majority manifests its sovereignty, such as security, foreign affairs and 

various internal matters. The concentration of power into the hands of that 

government, particularly during Israel’s earlier decades, circumvented the 

Flexigid interplay among Israel’s community units.  

28. Therefore, Israel’s electoral system and governmental structure of checks and 

balances are critically important for the collective pragmatism of the Jewish 

world. The incentives that drive the work of Israel’s legislature, the Knesset, and 

the government will determine whether the State of Israel is collectively 

pragmatic. The overall performance of Israel will have profound implications for 

the performance of the entire Jewish People, considering the growth of Israeli 

Jewry and the centrality of Israel to world Jewry. A pragmatic Israel will enhance 

and harmonize with the pragmatism of the entire Jewish People, while a radical 

and dogmatic Israel may polarize and radicalize large sections of Jewish Diaspora.  

In order to serve the collective pragmatism of Israeli society, Israel’s governance 

and electoral system must meet a few criteria: 

29. First, the Knesset and government must empower Israel’s community-units 

as the foundational building block of society. This can happen through laws and 

policies that encourage the development of local communities and their 

institutions and encourage their professionals and civic leadership to assume 

responsibility for shaping their destiny. As mentioned earlier, a societal 

architecture of a network of smaller community-units has been the foundation of 

Jewish Flexigidity. 

30. Second, the electoral system should encourage different sectors to deliberate 

and collaborate on the grassroots level. Israel needs to nurture an electoral 

system that incentivizes Arabs and Jews, secular and religious across Israel to 

engage with each other in order to seek common ground. Such a political system 

is more likely to produce policies and laws that stem from a broad view of society 

and of the Jewish world. Unfortunately, at present, Israel’s electoral system 

encourages the creation of sectorial parties, be they Arab, Haredi or national 

religious. Thus, many Israelis are exposed to a political discourse that is 
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excessively and unnecessarily sectorial and radical, with weak incentives for 

collaboration, respect and mutual understanding. 

31. Third, the electoral system should encourage politicians to develop a broad 

view of society and be accountable to multiple factions, voices, constituencies 

and geographies. Theoretically, the foundation of Israel’s electoral system – 

which has Israel as a single electoral district – encourages politicians to develop a 

broad view of society. That system pushes parties to address people from the 

entire country and across all ages and life conditions. However, that same 

electoral system does not incentivize voting for large parties, and therefore its 

political spectrum comprises of multiple smaller sectorial entities. This condition 

encourages segmentation and sectorial conduct, particularly when certain groups, 

such as the ultra-orthodox, national religious and Arabs, preserve their 

independent institutions to serve their specific constituencies.  

32. Fourth, the electoral system can encourage the creation of centrist coalitions 

that work ‘across the aisle.’ At present, Israel’s electoral system tends to 

encourage the largest party to initially attempt to build a political block with more 

radical factions in order to ensure the necessary majority in the Knesset. A slightly 

different electoral system could encourage the winning party to anchor its 

coalition in an alliance with the other large party across the aisle and toward the 

center. Naturally, the former structure encourages more radical and dogmatic 

politics while the latter one would tend to produce more pragmatic outcomes.   

33. Finally, they must create incentives for Israeli politicians to consider world 

Jewry. Israel has taken responsibility for and committed to serving the entire 

Jewish world. Nonetheless, the non-ideological incentives for Israeli politicians to 

incorporate world Jewry into their considerations are weak. While this 

constituency does not vote in Israel, it does in effect participate in Israeli society 

and politics through political contributions and financial support to key non-

governmental organizations. In this respect, Israel’s present electoral system, in 

which the entire country is a single voting district, not only creates an incentive 

for politicians to think about world Jewry but also allows them greater liberty to 

focus on that topic in the Knesset.   

Israel’s ‘Melting Pot’ and the Ultra-Orthodox   

34. Another disruption to the Flexigidity of Israel’s society has been the 

emergence of a large ultra-orthodox community that is excessively insular. 

This phenomenon stems from the outgrowth of a large constituency of Haredi 

men who dedicate years and even decades to exclusive learning and teaching of 

Torah (torato umanuto), exempted from military service and without acquiring 

modern professional skills.  

35. In the Diaspora, the forces of society and economics contained this 

phenomenon of torato umanuto to a small scale, which the community could 

viably support. Jewish tradition and culture expected even the smartest students 



of Torah to earn a living and support their families, and, indeed, nearly all of the 

leading rabbis mentioned in the Talmud had professions. Only a small and 

dedicated intellectual elite actually devoted their entire lives exclusively to the 

study and teaching of Torah and to establishing Halacha as rabbis and judges 

(dayanim).   

36. In Israel, the availability of government budgets allowed for a 

disproportionally large community of fulltime learners to emerge. This 

community largely lives in separate cities and neighborhoods and has its own 

network of schools, welfare organizations and communal institutions. In general, 

it has been exempted from military service and does not join the modern labor 

market. That reality is made possible by Knesset legislation and by government 

policies and budgets. It also stems from the electoral system, which most often 

grants this community disproportional political power.   

37. This model is financially, politically and socially unsustainable. As the Haredi 

community continues to grow at exceptionally high rates, their virtual lack of 

contribution to the military burden becomes more readily apparent and polarizing 

and the extensive financial support of their institutions becomes fiscally 

untenable.  

38. Such integration of the Haredi community into Israel’s labor market and 

military service is essential for other reasons, as well. The logic of Flexigidity 

understands the interaction among multiple voices and facets to be vital for 

healthy societal dynamics. Military service and the labor market are the two great 

‘melting pots’ of Israeli society, where Israelis of all walks of life interact, co-

exist and create. The Haredim are painfully missing in these environments.  

39. Finally, this process may also broaden the base of Zionism in Israeli society. 

Many modern Haredim are de-facto open to engaging with the fundamental idea 

of Zionism, which views the State of Israel as representing the collective right of 

the Jewish People to self-determination. Some of their leaders have already 

assumed ministerial positions within Israel’s government that hold responsibility 

for all Israelis. In recent years, a representative of the Sephardic Haredi party, 

Shas, was even a member of the security and foreign affairs cabinet, and in 2010, 

that party joined the World Zionist Organization. Indeed, inclusion of Haredim 

within the broader Zionist discourse and engaging them in the collective efforts of 

Israel’s state and society-building is a central frontier for Zionism in the coming 

decades.  
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Flexigidity Bottom-Up:  

Leadership From a Network of Prosperous & Resilient Communities 

This part of the book focuses on areas where civil society can make a significant 

grassroots bottom-up difference to the overall Flexigidity of Israeli society, primarily by 

developing a web of communities that are prosperous, inclusive and resilient. 

40. The intimate physical concentration of the largest and fastest growing Jewish 

community in the world makes Israel unique in the Jewish world. In Israel, 

more than forty percent of world Jews live in a space that is relatively small, 

roughly the size of the state of New Jersey. By way of comparison, in the USA a 

similar number of Jews are spread across a continent. Furthermore, Israeli Jewry 

is highly interconnected due to geographic proximity, the mandatory and broad 

military service and the higher education system.   

41. Israel’s civil society is vibrant, with a legacy that stems from the early 

decades of Zionism and from the Jewish Diaspora. The Yishuv was made up of 

a network of communities organized around a web of institutions and led by civic 

leaders. As described earlier, this environment allowed for many societal 

innovations led by a vibrant community of entrepreneurs. That energy of 

creativity continued to serve Israeli society, and is now evident not only in Israel’s 

high-tech world, but also across Israeli society.   

42. Meanwhile, the lingering crisis in the capacity of the Government of Israel to 

govern expands the societal space for non-governmental leadership. As 

mentioned earlier, that crisis is the outcome of internal deficiencies, as well as of 

global trends of a rapidly increasing pace of change that challenges the capacity of 

all governments to govern effectively the world over. Indeed, in recent years, the 

societal space created by Israel’s weakened and diminishing government is being 

filled by mayors and local authorities, nonprofit organizations and philanthropies 

that assume a greater responsibility for key societal issues that hitherto used to be 

managed by the central government from Jerusalem.  

43. Consequently, Israel’s civil society will play a critical and probably growing 

role in shaping Israel’s future and overall Flexigidity, and will therefore also 

have great influence on the Jewish world. As the Government of Israel, like 

other governments of developed nations, declines in its capacity to address the 

acute needs of the population, societal entrepreneurs will increasingly inspire and 

drive multiple efforts of learning and adaptation. They will do so primarily by 

working on the local and community levels within thousands of institutions such 

as schools, community centers and synagogues in a bottom-up manner. 

Following hereinafter are some of the key areas where Israel’s civil society can and will 

have a profound effect on Israel’s Flexigidity. 



Broadening the Mission of Israeli Society: 

Nationhood, Faith, Tikkun Olam and Peoplehood 

44. Zionism and Israel’s attempt to narrow the mission of Israel and world 

Jewry to nationhood was doomed to frustration. As mentioned earlier, Zionism 

framed state-building as the organizing collective logic for the entire Jewish 

People, and treated Judaism’s other meta-stories of faith, peoplehood and or 

la’goim from a domineering and instrumental perspective. However, the other 

meta-stories of Judaism are tenaciously rooted in Jewish culture and tradition, and 

would not be dominated. The outcome was an alienation of many Diaspora Jews 

from Israel.  

45. Therefore, Israel must re-vitalize its Flexigidity of mission by making the 

ideals of or la’goim, peoplehood and faith central and integral to it. Indeed, in 

recent years, Israel has begun to gravitate in this direction, and the emerging 

synthesis of missions can become a foundation for a more vibrant relationship 

between Israel and world Jewry, which will bring significant value to both. 

46. First, Israel can become a primary platform for serving the ideal of 

peoplehood. This was the inspiration for the Taglit-Birthright project, which was 

the first case in which the Government of Israel significantly supported an effort 

whose logic was to strengthen Diaspora Jewish communities. In the future, Israel 

must continue to support and strengthen Jewish communities around the world 

with financial resources, teachers and social workers and security know-how and 

assistance. Israel should also establish itself as the central repository of Jewish 

artifacts, traditions, music, texts and rituals, primarily of communities that have 

declined and disappeared such as in Eastern and Central Europe and across the 

Islamic world. Museums such as the Diaspora Museum (Beit HaTfutzot), Israel’s 

Shoah Memorial (Yad VaShem) and the National Library of Israel are global 

Jewish institutions that enrich and are enriched by Diaspora communities. Thus, 

they are vital to this mission of Israel.  

47. Second, Israel should embrace an audacious goal of making a distinctly 

Jewish and Israeli contribution to humanity, in partnership with the Jewish 

world. Israel – through governmental and non-governmental activities – is already 

engaged with acute needs of human development in Africa and elsewhere in the 

developing world. However, this contribution should be deliberate, on a national 

scale, large and highly leveraged. The benefit that emanates from it must be 

credibly associated with Israel and the Jewish People. This would not only serve 

the vision and value of or la’goim and tikkun olam, but also help build the 

legitimacy of the State of Israel and improve its moral and political standing in the 

international community. In addition, such activities will strengthen Jewish 

Peoplehood by bringing Diaspora Jews and Israelis together. In fact, this is a 

challenge that the Jewish People is uniquely aligned to meet given its global 

presences and disproportional representation at the forefront of research, 

technology, organizations and actions toward improving the human condition 
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around the world. Finally, since trillions of dollars will be spent addressing these 

challenges, there is significant promise for Israel’s economic development should 

it lead on such global challenges of humanity.  

48. In this context, the stature and status of the Arab minority in Israel, and 

particularly of the Bedouin community, is of paramount importance. Without 

offering this community a credible and accessible path for development, progress 

and integration, Israel’s leadership on issues of tikkun olam will be clouded.  

49. Third, Israel must continue to develop itself as the world’s largest center of 

Torah, Judaism and Jewish learning. An unprecedented number of Israeli 

Haredim commit their lives to Torah and Halacha, and the orthodox national 

religious community is also dedicated to intensive and extensive study of Torah. 

Even among non-orthodox groups, there are many who command great 

knowledge in the ancient and modern religious texts and traditions. Organizations 

like the Hartman Institute, Beit Morasha, the Secular Yeshiva, Pardes, Binah, 

Elul, Alma and the Ein Prat Academy are initiatives that make the world of Torah 

accessible to many Israelis, helping to turn Israel into the largest center of Jewish 

learning in history. Open public spaces in city squares, community centers, 

beaches and parks are increasingly used for modern engagement with Judaism. As 

a growing number of Israelis embrace their Jewish heritage, Israel's public sphere 

is filled with spiritual innovation. In the past, so-called ‘progressive Judaism’ was 

brought over from the USA to a polarized and seemingly dogmatic Israeli society. 

Nowadays, if present trends persist, Israel will become the primary source of 

enrichment of world Jewry with its own distinct cultural and substantive Jewish 

creativity.  

50. All of these areas are led by civil society, notwithstanding the critical role of 

government policies and funding. Societal entrepreneurs are those that initiate 

the institutions, projects and programs that drive this agenda. They are the ones 

that often offer a vision, design the strategies and go through the essential phase of 

experimentation until new models are crystallized and consolidated, to a point 

where the government may support such activities with funding and policy.  

51. Broadening of Israel’s mission is urgent due to the growing rifts between 

Israel and Diaspora communities. These rifts stem from gaps of expectations 

between Israelis and Diaspora Jews. While the story of nationhood is naturally 

more dominant in Israel, the narratives of peoplehood and or la’goim are more 

prevalent in the Diaspora, particularly among the younger generation. These 

different perspectives often cause tension and friction, which can be decreased if 

Israeli society credibly broadens the view of its mission. Otherwise, the rift 

between Israel and the Jewish world may grow to be unbridgeable.  

Network of Communities, Meritocratic Leadership and Inclusive Growth  

52. Revitalizing Israel’s network of communities to be led by meritocratic 

leadership is essential for inclusive growth and vice versa. In fact, these 



seemingly separate visions are, in reality, a systemic whole, which must lay at the 

core of Israel’s Flexigid society. The interplay among many communities and 

their authentic local leaderships can be the driver re-empowering the ‘invisible 

hand’ of Israel’s adaptability in the 21st century.  

 

53. A revitalization of Israel’s network of prosperous and resilient communities 

is an essential condition for Israel’s Flexigidity. As described earlier, Jewish 

Flexigidity stems from the interplay among many small and interconnected 

community-units, which are permanently competing and interacting. Sadly, the 

evolution of the State of Israel compromised that network of communities, which 

existed in the Yishuv and was rooted in the legacy of the Diaspora. Consequently, 

the overall Flexigidity of Israeli society declined. It must now be reenergized in 

order to enhance the capacity of Israeli society to be resilient, cohesive and 

prosperous.  

54. In this context, the legacy of the Diaspora, which teaches that every vibrant 

community must have a set of institutions, is acutely relevant to Israel. In the 

Diaspora, these building blocks included, inter alia, a school, a council (va’ad), a 

ritual bath (mikveh) and a fund (kuppah). In Israel’s communities, these 

institutions will necessarily need to be adapted to the context of sovereignty and 

to the existence of a government that collects taxes and regulates and underwrites 

key services. Schools and sports teams, early childhood centers (tipot halav), 

youth centers (merkazei noar), community centers (matnasim), public spaces, and 

places for art, culture and music – thousands of institutions altogether – stand 

to be the building blocks of Israel’s Flexigid network of communities. 

 

55. Such a structure creates a societal space for a significant local and 

meritocratic leadership. These thousands of institutions can allow tens of 

thousands of civic grassroots leaders to assume responsibility and lead. Should 

Israel transition into a society of closely networked communities, made up of 

vibrant communal platforms, a large cadre of authentic local civic leaders, Jewish 

and non-Jewish, can emerge and participate in shaping the future of Israeli society 

through their own communities. They will thus revitalize Israel’s Flexigidity and 

bolster the Jewish world.  

56. De-centralizing power as concerns community matters and allowing local 

diversity is essential for this societal vision and structure. Every community, 

through its civic leadership and professionals, should have the freedom to take 

ownership of its institutions and establish its own unique patterns with regards to 

programing, content and priorities. Meanwhile, the Knesset, the Government of 

Israel and local authorities should provide budgetary security and legislative and 

regulatory foundations in order to ensure sound financial management, 
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accountability and transparency. Hence, while community platforms should share 

multiple commonalities, each should also be distinct, unique and local. 

57. Such significant, vibrant, nationwide and grassroots meritocratic leadership 

is at the core of the Flexigidity of society. The Diaspora legacy teaches that the 

evolution and adaptability of society is an outcome of the interplay among 

multiple centers of leadership that compete over the assessment and possible 

course of development. Tens of thousands of leaders anchored in thousands of 

institutions would necessarily enrich Israeli society and revitalize Israel’s 

Flexigidity.   

 

58. Israel’s inclusive prosperity is dependent upon its communities and their 

institutions. Inclusiveness requires that economic growth be driven by, benefit 

and improve the quality of life of a large section of the population, the so-called 

middle class. What is more, the logic of inclusiveness mandates that the weaker 

echelons of society and the geographic periphery grow faster than the national 

average and narrow the gaps that have emerged in recent years. In this respect, 

vibrant community platforms – dedicated to education, vocational training, 

healthcare, home economics, security and safety, accessible to all citizens and 

supportive of local small businesses – are not only essential for adult citizens to 

realize their capabilities and to accumulate human capital, but also for ensuring 

equal opportunity for children and wellbeing of senior citizens. Hence, vibrant 

community institutions are an important driver of quality of life of 

individuals and households, and an effective platform for building human 

and social capital. 

59. Such inclusive growth is essential for Israel’s Flexigidity. In the Diaspora, 

universal education within the world of Torah ensured broad participation in 

society, maximizing its intellectual potential, creating a vehicle for mobility and 

legitimizing communal institutions. Similarly, in Israel, inclusive growth is the 

condition for expanding participation in social and economic development and for 

tapping into the full intellectual and productive potential of society. It is therefore 

also essential for social mobility, for the reality of equal opportunity and for a 

sense of fairness that legitimizes communal and national institutions.  

60. In this respect, the Israel Defense Forces is of critical importance to the vision 

of inclusive growth. The IDF is the largest human development operation in 

Israel, potentially offering soldiers formative experiences of skill and character 

building. In some of its areas such as leadership, technology and logistics, military 

training is so valuable that it cannot be has unrivaled by any other setting. In fact, 

many associate Israel’s broad military service with the great successes of its 

technology and business sectors.4 In the past, the IDF used to be an equal 

opportunity system and a vehicle for inclusiveness. In recent years and for a 

 
4   See Dan Senor and Saul Singer, Start-Up Nation, Chapter 2, Battlefield Entrepreneurs, p. 41-54.  



variety of reasons, the mandatory military service has become an economically 

polarizing environment. A small minority of soldiers, particularly in the elite units 

and in the technological branches, receive invaluable training and professional 

skills that launch their careers. Others, who serve in ordinary field units, in 

supporting frameworks and in the headquarters, generally experience an 

environment that does not necessarily advance their human capital. Furthermore, 

about half of the women and nearly forty percent of men, particularly Arabs and 

Haredim, are currently exempted from service. While this may create a sense of 

injustice among many who do serve, it also denies those who do not serve the 

personal and professional benefits of military service. Hence, placing Israel on a 

path of inclusive growth requires a new approach with regards to the 

mandatory military service, balancing broad conscription, equal opportunity 

for human development during the service and general economic 

productivity in society.   

61. Yet, Israel’s vision must go beyond mere inclusive growth to leaping the 

quality of life of its residents in order to close the gaps with the most 

developed nations and retain its talented young professionals.5 This means 

that Israel’s economy must grow faster than the long-term average growth of other 

developed nations, as it successfully did between 1951 and 1972. Such a leap is 

not a luxury but rather a necessity for Israel in order to retain its human capital. 

The disparity between Israel’s excellent human capital and the mediocre quality of 

life it offers in comparison to leading countries has turned Israel into a leading 

exporter of human capital. If this disparity continues to grow, Israel may be 

vulnerable to ‘brain drain’, which refers to emigration of a critical mass of its 

qualified and educated citizens, eroding the professional and academic backbone 

of its society.  

62. There is no 'recipe' for leapfrogging and each country that leapt has shaped 

its unique economic and social path according to its own history, social 

structure, system of government and unique assets and burdens. Such a leap 

results from a 'perfect storm' of successful economic policy; societal, political and 

ideological ripeness; leadership; and strong global trends. It is a meta-economic 

phenomenon, involving the entire society. Therefore, general economic theory is 

insufficient to understand it and sound economic policy alone is not sufficient to 

generate it.   

 

63. In conclusion, inclusive growth based on a network of prosperous and 

resilient communities and led by meritocratic civic leadership must become a 

shared and unifying vision of Israeli society. As mentioned earlier, 

 
5   A 'leapfrog' is a rare and unique societal phenomenon, which occurs when average annual real 

GDP growth exceeds 3.5% for at least eight years, as was the case in Israel between 1951 and 

1972, when Israel enjoyed average annual real growth of 5.5%. See Hausmann R., Pritchett L., 

Rodrik D., “Growth Accelerations”, NBER Working Papers Series, Harvard University, 2004.  
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inclusiveness, a cornerstone of Jewish Flexigidity in the Diaspora, was 

compromised in Israel, depleting its capacity to evolve and its resilience. 

Furthermore, global trends, and particularly the change in the nature and pace of 

change, affect most all modern societies, Israel included. They increase social 

gaps and decrease social cohesion, in spite of any governmental efforts to the 

contrary. In such an environment, the legacy of Flexigidity suggests that each 

community in Israel must be aligned to support the development of its own human 

capital and economy. This can be done through civically led community platforms 

interconnected and synergized to enhance local prosperity, inclusiveness and 

resilience, and, consequently, quality of life. Such a structure should create a 

whole that is greater than the sum of its parts.  

64. Furthermore, such an Israeli society will expand and deepen the relationship 

with the Jewish world. It will more closely resemble the way Jews have been 

organized in the Diaspora, and therefore will ease the direct connections among 

communities. Thus, the worldwide network of Jewish communities may 

potentially be expanded to engage Israel’s communities directly in areas of similar 

interest, and the number of relationships across the Jewish world can increase 

dramatically. In other words, the power and capacity to reshape the Jewish world 

as a worldwide web of communities, about half of which are in Israel, will have 

been disseminated to countless new participants. Their ability to build thousands 

of new direct peer-to-peer and community-to-community connections will enrich 

them and boost overall Israeli and Jewish Flexigidity. 

65. Thus, the vision for the future resilience and prosperity of Israel’s society can 

stem from the unique foundations of Flexigidity. In this context, few such 

foundations stand out. First, the traditional structure of a network of small 

community-units can inspire the organization of Israel’s society in the 21st 

century. Second, the legacy of Jewish communitarism is a distinct and invaluable 

asset of Israel, and its modern Hebrew manifestation can be central to the quality 

of life of Israel’s Jewry. Third, the Jewish legacy of life-long learning is critically 

relevant in the 21st century when professional and technical skills must be 

permanently replenished.  

66. This vision will require a decade or more to be effectuated. Israel’s last 

transition, which lasted two decades beginning in 1985, was preceded by a ‘lost 

decade’ of societal stagnation and slow decline. This envisioned transformation, 

too, will take significant time to emerge, requiring leadership and sustained 

societal learning and creativity by government, civil society, unions, the corporate 

and business sector and academia. 

67. ‘Adaptive capacity’ for successfully coping with such accelerated change will 

be essential. Heifetz defines such capacity as “the resilience of people and the 

capacity of systems to engage in problem-defining and problem-solving work in 

the midst of adaptive pressures and the resulting disequilibrium.”6 Indeed, in a 

 
6   See Heifetz, Grashow and Linsky, The Practice of Adaptive Leadership, p. 10-11, 303.   



rapidly changing world, most people will need to continuously learn to do new 

things in different ways, and most major industries and small businesses will have 

to evolve in order to stay relevant through the dynamics of ‘constructive 

destruction.’ The ability to do so collectively and individually will determine 

Israel’s ability to navigate the pace of change. Societal failure to collectively 

adapt, compounded by the increasing benefits of a privileged few, may eventually 

destabilize Israel’s economy, society and political system.  

 

68. Finally, the lingering crisis in the capacity of Israel’s government to govern 

creates the societal space for such a vision to emerge and attract powerful 

forces of leadership. They are and will be business leaders, mayors and 

municipal governments, philanthropists and nonprofits that increasingly assume 

responsibility and lead in areas that used to be controlled and managed by the 

central government. Furthermore, hundreds of communities of young people are 

self-organizing and relocating to struggling neighborhoods in order to improve 

quality of life there. What is now needed is a network of resilient, cohesive and 

prosperous communities can emerge where community institutions play a critical 

role in increasing local prosperity and resilience and reducing vulnerability and 

poverty. Hence, from this perspective, Israel’s crisis of governance may be a 

blessing in disguise, allowing for the revitalization of Israel’s society to be 

organized as a network of prosperous and resilient communities led by a 

vibrant civic leadership.  

Flexigidity of Law: The Challenge of Israel’s Talmudic Project 

69. Zionism has faced daunting challenges that required it to perpetually evolve 

its outlook by blending Jewish sources with modern ideas. This burden of 

creating new societal knowledge is rapidly increasing due to the accelerating pace 

of technological, societal and political change, which mandates constant 

innovation of new ideas at unprecedented pace. These dynamics exacerbate the 

pressures on Israel’s leadership to nurture the connection between its modern 

society with its Jewish roots.   

70. However, the number of people who are intellectually engaged with the future 

of Israeli society from a learned Jewish perspective is insufficient. As 

mentioned earlier, one the most significant unintended consequences of Zionism 

has been the prevalent ignorance of Judaism among secular Zionists. Indeed, 

Israel’s secular Jewry is passionately Jewish and committed to the Jewish People, 

yet largely unacquainted with Jewish texts, traditions, history and legacy. 

Furthermore, while Israel houses the largest ever community of learners of Torah, 

only a small minority among them is dedicated to the application of this wisdom 

to the needs of modern statehood relating to security, economics and society. And, 

many of those that do so espouse a national-religious outlook that places Israel 

within a particular religious perspective of coming ‘redemption’ (ge’ulah) and the 

deriving focus on redeeming of the land (ge’ulat haaretz) through defense and 
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settlement. Thus, only a few organizations and people are enriching the public 

sphere with an approach that blends Jewish sources with a ‘secular’ academic 

approach to such matters. 

71. Thus, revitalizing the Flexigid society requires a network of batei midrash 

dedicated to such talmudic discussion of Israel’s future. Such institutions 

should be based on a number of principles, stemming from the tradition of 

Diaspora Judaism, yet adjusted to Israel’s unique conditions.  

72. First, their purpose should be to create a wealth of societal knowledge 

regarding contemporary challenges facing Israeli society by engaging Jewish 

tradition and Halacha enriched by modern academic learning. Such 

knowledge must be created on both national and local levels, must regard general 

and particular challenges, must address the full spectrum of issues ranging from 

security and foreign affairs, to economics, social matters, law enforcement, 

relations with the Arab minority, and must transcend big picture matters to 

specific dilemmas using the technique of ‘questions’ and ‘answers.’ For example, 

Jewish law and tradition could be brought to bear, enriching public discourse and 

governmental decision making on all matters of welfare such as treatment of 

people with disabilities, public housing, pensions, labor relations, unemployment 

benefits, affirmative action, treatment of labor immigrants and asylum seekers.    

73. Second, many of these Batei Midrash should be anchored in and serve local 

communities. To date, the tendency has been to develop Batei Midrash that deal 

with the broad challenges facing Israeli society. However, the logic of Flexigidity 

and the legacy of a network of communities call for many of these Batei Midrash 

to be anchored in local communities to deal with their specific needs, thus 

creating multiple centers of intellectual engagement and leadership on challenges 

that face Israeli society.  

74. Third, some Batei Midrash may become platforms for engagement and 

societal knowledge-creation with Israel’s Christian and Moslem citizens, 

particularly the Arabs. They can become a space where the rules of engagement 

among multiple religions are based on the respective religious legacies and 

sources, and on a shared effort to intellectually explore contemporary societal 

issues, through the lens of tradition and religion. Any societal innovation that 

emerges, which can be anchored in the legacies of multiple religions, will 

necessarily be more legitimate and resilient.  

75. Finally, such Batei Midrash can enrich Israel’s leadership with an 

intellectually meritocratic cadre that is deeply anchored in the legacy of 

Judaism. Such institutions will create new gateways for participating in shaping 

Israel’s future and its society through an intellectual engagement that is based on 

Judaism’s universal systems of logic. Among secular Israelis it may enrich the 

acquaintance with Jewish traditions and sources, as well as, hopefully, increase 

the respect towards Jewish orthodoxy. Among the orthodox, it can deepen the 



acquaintance with matters and dilemmas of modern statehood, legitimize national 

institutions, and create a setting where they can interact with other Israelis.  

76. The critical significance of such Israeli talmudic process for the Flexigidity of 

Israel’s society is evident. It will expand the cadre of leaders who rise based on 

intellectual meritocracy. It will increase the number of gateways and frameworks 

for assessing Israel’s condition and designing the course of its development. It 

will create multiple competing centers of leadership. It will be anchored in the 

communities. It will increase interconnectedness and mutual respect among 

Israelis. And, it may come to lie at the heart of the light that Israel has to offer to 

the family of nations. 

Flexigidity of Place: A Vibrant Diaspora as a Zionist Imperative 

77. The worldwide spread of the network of Jewish communities has been key to 

Jewish Flexigidity and to the survival of Judaism. It hedged Judaism’s bets on 

any single culture, polity and economy, and broadened its exposure to the world’s 

philosophies, languages and outlooks. It made Judaism resilient, agile and 

impossible to vanquish. This has been the ultimate survival mechanism of the 

Jewish People compensating for its inherent weakness as a powerless minority.  

78. Zionism achieved significant success in dismantling this Jewish worldwide 

web. Its transformative vision was for Jews to become a sovereign majority in 

Zion. It called upon all Jews to repatriate and concentrate there, negating Diaspora 

exilic existence (galutiyut), thus de-facto calling for depleting the Diaspora and 

ultimately dismantling it altogether. Great strides were made toward realizing this 

vision with mass immigration of thousands of Jewish communities and millions of 

Jews to Israel. Nowadays, nearly half of the Jews in the world live in a secure and 

prosperous State of Israel, whose Jewish population is growing consistently. This 

represents a remarkable demographic, political and ideological success for 

Zionism. 

79. However, the logic of Flexigidity challenges the wisdom of Zionism on this 

point. It views the present reality of the vast majority of the Jews of the world 

being concentrated in just two economic, political and cultural baskets as 

compromising the overall resilience of the Jewish People. It questions the official 

vision and policy of the State of Israel that would like to see Jews concentrated in 

just one location: Israel. As described earlier, it fears that theoretical scenario of 

repatriation of all Jews to Israel in order to solve the ‘Jewish predicament’ in the 

Diaspora may create an equally significant challenge of vulnerability for Judaism. 

This is particularly true when the State of Israel and Israeli Jewry uniquely face 

existential threats, and when, thus far, Israel’s government fails to qualify as 

inspiring.  

80. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the facts on the ground challenge Zionism’s 

vision of being the exclusive home for world Jewry. Jewish Diaspora is as 

vibrant, secure and prosperous as it has ever been. And, a new phenomenon of a 
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Diaspora of Israelis – hundreds of thousands of immigrants to the USA, Germany, 

Canada, Australia and other places – has emerged in recent decades and seems to 

be permanent for the foreseeable future.  

81. Thus, Zionism and the State of Israel must embrace the notion that a vibrant 

Diaspora is a Zionist imperative. It is not only essential for the long-term 

survival and prosperity of the Jewish People, but also carries great significance for 

Israel. The unique voice of the Jewish Diaspora has been important for Israeli 

society in multiple areas. Hence, Zionism’s determined call for aliyah should be 

morphed into supporting lifecycles of commitment to Israel and movement 

between Israel and the Jewish world and vice versa. 

82. The strengthening of Diaspora Jewry must become a top priority for the 

State of Israel. Government policies and budgets can address critical needs of the 

Diaspora, be they in the areas of security, education, culture or language. The 

Taglit Birthright Project, designed to bolster Diaspora Jewry, was an important 

milestone in this regard, and additional steps have been taken in that direction for 

example by the Jewish Agency for Israel. But Zionism is yet to articulate and 

embrace such a comprehensive approach that informs policies, priorities, budgets 

and institutions, particularly of the Government of Israel. 

83. Furthermore, Zionism’s Flexigidity of mission, which raises both flags of 

nationhood and peoplehood, mandates a partnership between Israel and the 

Diaspora. From the religious and cultural perspective, the centrality of Zion 

cannot be contested in Judaism. However, in many other areas all Jewish 

communities stand on equal footing. This means that mutual expectations must be 

anchored in real needs. Therefore, the mindset, which sets an expectation from the 

allegedly ‘rich Diaspora’ to extend financial support to a ‘poorer Israel’ as if it 

were a ‘Jewish tax,’ is no longer as relevant when Israel ascends to first world 

prosperity. Therefore, future relationship must be based on a shared vision and an 

agenda that inspires millions of Jews not only to view Israel as central to their 

identity and wellbeing, but also as a priority of their generosity. Such an agenda 

can include supporting weak Jewish communities around the world, servicing the 

value of tikkun olam by making a distinctly Jewish and Israeli contribution to 

humanity, society building in Israel, Hebrew literacy and exploration of Jewish 

culture, rituals and traditions.   

84. A point of particular significance in this regard is the rebuilding and 

strengthening of Jewish communities in places outside of the State of Israel 

and the USA. As explained earlier, these communities – such as in Eastern 

Europe, Latin America, China and India – are extraordinarily significant to Jewish 

diversity, richness and resilience. Revitalization of a five-thousand strong Jewish 

community in any of these places is far more important to Jewish Flexigidity than 

an additional similar size community in New York City.  

85. Another such point of importance relates to the view of the Diaspora of 

Israelis as inevitable and inherent to world Jewry. The traditional approach of 



Zionism has been condescending toward Israelis who live overseas. As opposed to 

immigrants to Israel who ‘elevate themselves’ (olim) by repatriating to Zion, those 

who leave Israel are seen as ‘going down’ (yordim). Prime Minister Yitzhak 

Rabin even referred to them as a ‘drop-out weaklings’ (nefolet shel nemushot). As 

mentioned earlier, this constituency represents an oxymoron for classical Zionism, 

which related to either Diaspora Jews or Hebrews and Israelis. Nonetheless, the 

Diaspora of Israelis – who emigrated from Israel, yet view themselves as Hebrews 

and Israelis – is a permanent and growing phenomenon within the Jewish People, 

numbering hundreds of thousands at the very least.7  

86. This mindset of classical Zionism constrained Israel’s ability to effectively 

engage Diaspora Israelis. Its policies and practices focused on calling upon them 

to repatriate and on offering them primarily consular services. In other words, 

Zionism and the State of Israel refused to acknowledge that many Israelis 

emigrated from Israel, to view them as de-facto ex-pats and to shape policies 

accordingly.  

87. The logic of Flexigidity offers an alternative view focusing on the 

reintegration of Israeli ex-pats into the local Jewish community. It views the 

on-going movement of Jews among communities as an inherent feature of the 

Jewish People, essential not only for Judaism’s collective prosperity but also for 

Israel’s. It celebrates the ability of Jews throughout history to plug-and-play 

Jewishly across the worldwide web of communities not just as a matter of 

religion, but also of continuity and quality of life. Unfortunately, non-orthodox 

Israelis have often lost that ability, feeling estranged from the institutions of the 

community within which they live, suffering the inevitable consequences of 

vulnerability and excessive assimilation. Therefore, the logic of Flexigidity calls 

upon the State of Israel to partner with local Jewish institutions in 

reintegrating Israeli ex-pats into the Diaspora communities. 

Broadening the Band of Engagement With Humanity  

88. In the Flexigid society of the Jewish Diaspora, engagement with the world 

was a collective societal effort. Every community and many individuals 

organically sustained their own relations with non-Jewish communities and 

polities. In the spirit of peoplehood, they often spoke for other Jews. These 

dynamics happened in trade, diplomacy, philosophy and academia. In its early 

phases and until the establishment of the State of Israel, Zionism’s engagement 

with the world was also built upon multiple local Zionist associations that 

promoted its ideals within their local settings.  

89. The State of Israel represents a departure from this model, narrowing the 

band of society that is responsible for external affairs. Its sovereign 

government concentrated the power to design and execute Israel’s international 

 
7   See the website of the Knesset estimating the number of Israelis who live outside of Israel to range 

from 225,000 to 750,000. See http://www.knesset.gov.il/mmm/data/pdf/m03082.pdf.  

http://www.knesset.gov.il/mmm/data/pdf/m03082.pdf
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affairs primarily in the Office of the Prime Minister and in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. Additional government agencies were also empowered to develop 

relations in areas such as trade, finance, sports, business and health care. 

Therefore, far fewer Jews, Jewish communities and institutions within Israeli 

society are present at the frontier of Judaism’s engagement with the world.  

90. The bi-polar geopolitical environment of the second half of the 20th century 

may have been conducive for such concentration of diplomacy in the hands of 

government. Indeed, governments were the key players in the world that emerged 

following World War II, when the international community was divided primarily 

between two blocks, one led by the Soviet Union and the other by the USA. In 

such a setting – when Israel was part of the Western block closely aligned with the 

USA and in conflict with the Arab world, which was supported by the Soviets – 

civil society was marginalized from Israel’s international affairs.   

91. However, the international political system that is emerging at the beginning 

of the 21st century is increasingly atomized, gravitating away from Israel’s 

traditional strongholds. The universe of international affairs is now shaped by 

numerous small units of local and global corporations, universities and not-for-

profits, as well as by individuals, nations and international organizations. While 

Israel’s allies in the USA and Europe are immersed in an economic and political 

crisis, other powers, such as China, India, Brazil and Russia, are rising. While 

among the former, Jews are disproportionally powerful and influential, among the 

latter there is no numerically significant Jewish population. Furthermore, the so-

called ‘Arab Spring’ seems to have led to the breakdown of Arab central 

governments and to the rise of Arab civil society as a significant player. And, the 

de-legitimization of Israel is itself led by a global network comprised primarily of 

not-for-profit organizations and individuals. The compounded impact of these 

trends on Israel’s international standing is inevitably transformative, even if its 

effects are not yet fully revealed. 

92. This environment requires Israel to develop extensive, deeper and more 

meaningful relations with other societies and many more players The past 

emphasis on relationships among governments and leaders can no longer address 

Israel’s global needs and must be broadened. Israel must simultaneously increase 

the breadth and depth of its engagement with the world and its different societies, 

primarily by addressing acute development needs of individuals and communities.  

93. Therefore, Israel’s external relations must become a shared responsibility of 

society, no longer exclusively led by traditional government institutions. In 

other words, the gap between Israel’s needs in the international arena and its 

governmental capacities is unbridgeable. Official representatives of the 

Government of Israel and the diplomats of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs do not 

have the resources to sustain, deepen and expand Israel’s global presence. Thus, 

Israel’s global standing must become a shared responsibility of Israeli society. 

The band of Israel’s interface with the world can be dramatically broadened 

through the synergized efforts of the governmental and non-governmental sectors. 



Key in this respect are non-governmental institutions within Israel, such as 

universities, hospitals, museums and think tanks, which can become platforms for 

deep and substantive external relations with the world.   

94. In this respect, a collective effort by Israeli society and government and by the 

Jewish world in the area of tikkun olam can become a keystone to Israel’s 

future international standing. Such a partnership – aiming to make a distinctly 

Israeli and Jewish contribution to improving the quality of life of many millions 

of disadvantaged people around the world – will significantly expand Israel’s 

engagement with humanity, strengthen its moral standing and fundamental 

legitimacy and even support its economic development.   

95. Finally, Israel’s ability to realign its global presence not only stems from its 

legacy of Jewish Flexigidity but will also help revitalize it. It emanates from 

Judaism’s balancing act between the universal and the particular, from the 

architecture of the Jewish world as a worldwide web of interconnected 

communities, from a history of past relations with and life among many societies, 

and from the meta-story of or la’goim and its interplay with the other stories of 

nationhood, peoplehood and faith. Such an outlook of engagement with the world 

and contribution to the world will not only enrich the mission of the State of Israel 

but also re-expand Judaism’s interaction with humanity.  

Questing a Model Society  

96. The ideal of a being a model society (or la’goim) has been at the foundation of 

Zionism since its inception and has enriched its vision for decades. As 

described earlier, leaders such as Ahad Ha’Ahm, Herzl and A.D. Gordon made it 

central to their vision of Zionism. David Ben-Gurion also understood this vision 

to be essential for the future State of Israel, and therefore made it a centerpiece of 

his Zionist vision. Other leaders of Zionism emphasized alternative, additional 

and complementary aspects of the Hebrew model society. It helped shape the 

vision of the kibbutzim movement, was eventually enshrined in Israel’s 

Declaration of Independence, underlay Israel’s commitment to the growth of 

developing countries and inspired the Government of Israel and many Israelis to 

extend a helping hand in cases of humanitarian crisis around the world.  

97. The 21st century manifestation of aspiring to be or la’goim is as relevant to 

the future of Israel’s Flexigid society as ever before. Israeli sovereignty has 

dramatically transformed the context for serving such an ideal. On the one hand, 

its political system creates a disincentive for politicians to budget such efforts, 

particularly as Israeli society is struggling with its own challenges of poverty and 

vulnerability. On the other hand, the accumulated capacities of the State of Israel, 

compounded by the prosperity of Diaspora Jewry, create unprecedented 

opportunity for serving this ideal. Seizing this opportunity to create a distinctly 

Jewish and Israeli contribution to humanity is of vital significance to Israel’s 

future for multiple reasons.  
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98. First, a credible quest to be or la’goim associates the vision of the State of 

Israel with the ancient mission of the Jewish People and is essential for its 

Flexigidity of mission. This connection at the very fundamental level of society is 

essential for the togetherness of the Jewish world. It inspires Israelis to contribute 

to humanity and plays a crucial role in the desire of Diaspora Jews to engage, 

collaborate and partner with Israel and Israelis.  

99. Second, it elevates the debate regarding the vision and character of Israeli 

society and mobilizes talent and leadership. In the area of economics, it 

enriches the traditional deliberation common in modern societies about notions of 

justice and fairness, and informs the debate on the treatment of non-Jewish 

residents and citizens (gher toshav) in Israel. In the area of security, it strengthens 

moral considerations relating to the use of military force, and legitimizes the 

activities of the Government of Israel in times of humanitarian crises around the 

world.  

100. Third, it creates a surplus of fundamental legitimacy for Israel. While the 

systemic and systematic de-legitimization of Israel erodes its fundamental 

legitimacy, Israel’s credible quest to be a model society adds to its acceptance. 

Ideally, at some point, Israel can reach a point where its contribution to humanity 

is so remarkable that it comes to be viewed by many as indispensable.8   

101. Finally, this ideal of being a model society highlights some of the key notions 

of Flexigidity in Israel. Israel would be admired should it succeed in generating 

inclusive growth based on a network of communities that are led by meritocratic 

civic leadership; introducing intellectual meritocracy into its public sphere; 

integrating its Arab minority; and becoming a leading force in addressing 

humanity’s acute challenges.   

Pioneering Society-Building  

102. The ideal of pioneering (halutziyut) establishes an expectation for personal 

responsibility, action and sacrifice in the service of the Zionist vision. This 

ideal has inspired and mobilized many individuals and small groups as of the 

1880s, and continues to do so today. It legitimizes individual actions in a de-

centralized manner so long as they serve Zionism’s broader outlook. It was 

embodied by David Ben-Gurion, who upheld it in his vision of Israeli society and 

retired from Premiership to Sde Boker, a young kibbutz in the heart of the Negev. 

103. The ideal of pioneering was critical to Zionism because it bridged its far-

sighted visions with the often challenging reality through individual and 

communal action. Building a Hebrew civilization, the ingathering of the 

Diasporas and ultimately establishing a state for the Jewish People were utterly 

imaginary in the eyes of many as late as the 1930s. In the same way, Israel 

 
8   The credit for the concept ‘indispensability’ as a national security goal for Israel goes to my 

colleague, Roy Keidar.  



becoming a model society feels unattainable to many today. Yet, the ideal of 

pioneering inspires many to take individual action and make their own 

contribution to this big vision. The legacy of actions by tens of thousands of 

people and communities that ultimately created the foundations for Jewish 

statehood continues to inspire many Israelis to believe that all the ills of their 

society can be repaired. It implies that countless inputs and actions by many can 

lead to a whole that is far greater than the sum of its parts.   

104. The fervor, devotion and willingness of pioneers to sacrifice stems from an 

outlook that places their actions in the broad context of Jewish history and 

destiny and within the framework of the stories of peoplehood, nationhood 

and faith. Throughout Zionism’s history, such inspired and pioneering 

individuals have been disproportionally engaged in defense, education, civil 

service and community building, challenging the materialism and perceived 

hedonism  as seen by many Zionists in the coffee shops and salons of Tel Aviv.  

105. Thus, the meaning of halutziyut evolved over time to meet contemporary 

challenges of the Hebrew society and the State of Israel. Being a ‘pioneer’ 

(halutz) and participating in the realization of the Zionist vision (hagshama) were 

ideals of the Zionist movement in the pre-state days. Special camps and sites for 

preparation (havot hachshara) toward hagshama were founded in the late 19th 

century all over the Diaspora by Zionist youth movements. They trained 

participants in agricultural work, taught them Hebrew, Jewish history and 

Judaism, and prepared them for their responsibilities of self-defense. By 1948, 

thousands of graduates of these camps had become halutzim, i.e. ‘immigrants’ 

(olim), ‘settlers’ mityashvim) and ‘defenders’ (meginim). After 1948, pioneering 

continued to refer to settlement in the remote and unpopulated areas of the newly 

established state, to military service and to absorption of the mass immigration. 

As of the 1970s – against the backdrop of the crisis in the Zionist Labor 

Movement, the kibbutzim and the moshavim – the discourse of pioneering was 

taken over by the Settlement Movement. This now meant building communities 

and living in Sinai, the Golan, Judea, Samaria and Gaza. By the 1990s, halutziyut 

also came to encompass the assumption of responsibility for Israel’s societal 

periphery, in development towns and poverty-stricken areas, by communities such 

as the so-called ‘city kibbutz.’ Hence, if in the early 1900s this ideal inspired 

young people to sit on a stool and milk a cow, in the early 2000s it inspires high-

tech entrepreneurs upon acquisition to insist on maintaining the research and 

development of their companies in Israel.  

106. Pioneering is as relevant and necessary as ever for the Flexigid society. The 

vision of Israeli society organized as a network of communities and communal 

institutions may sound far-fetched. Yet, the legacy of pioneering allows for 

collective movement in that direction, with the hope that ultimately, beyond a 

tipping point, that vision will become a reality. If past pioneers dedicated 

themselves to settlement and defense, future ones may be community-builders in 

community centers, self-appointed diplomats and founders of batei midrash for an 

Israeli talmud.  
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Israeli Flexigidity: The Art and Structure of an Adaptable Society 

107. The world is currently going through a dramatic revolution in the nature of 

change, which increases pressures on all human societies to adapt.9 The 

everlasting process and challenge of economic, social, political and technological 

evolution and adaptation has been known to human societies and to Judaism for 

millennia. However, in recent decades, the pace, frequency and scope of change 

have increased exponentially. The so-called 'flat world revolution’ has brought 

billions of new people onto the global playing field based on infrastructures and 

technologies that allow them to interact, collaborate and exchange ideas at ever 

growing speed and efficiency. This process has been framed and captured by 

concepts such as ‘the flat world,’ ‘the age of unthinkable,’ ‘the permanent 

revolution’ and ‘black swans’.10  

108. Consequently, the need for ‘fundamental learning’ – for creating new 

knowledge and for adaptation – is growing. Every innovation – conceptual, 

institutional and technological – has a decreasing life expectancy before a new 

one emerges and sweeps the carpet of relevancy, effectiveness and efficiency 

from under its feet. Hence, as the pace and frequency of revolutions increase, the 

longevity of a successful new idea decreases. With every such paradigm shift, 

individuals, organizations, institutions and businesses, as well as peoples and 

nations, must create new knowledge in order to ensure their prosperity and 

security, and to adapt their values, priorities, patterns of conduct, institutions and 

incentives.  

109. Continued failure in the test of fundamental learning results in irrelevancy, 

which may express itself in many ways: an individual may become unemployed 

and then unemployable; a business may lose market share or face a lawsuit; a 

nonprofit may lose donors and support; and nations may decline and even implode 

into a civil war, or ultimately even cease to exist. This is true in social issues and 

economics, in the business, government and non-government sectors, and on the 

local, national and international levels.   

110. Societal innovation is limited in its ability to alleviate these pressures for 

fundamental learning. First, only few innovations breed sustainable long-term 

security and prosperity. The rest either do not provide even a significant short-

term benefit, offer a trade-off between short-term gains and long-term losses or do 

not prove to be resilient beyond initial success. Second, many long-term 

consequences in complex systems are unintended and, therefore, cannot be 

foreseen even by the most brilliant minds. Occasionally, initiatives may even 

 
9   This section significantly builds upon the works and teachings of Prof. Ron Heifetz and Dr. Zvi 

Lanir.  
10   See Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable; Thomas L. 

Friedman, The World Is Flat: The Globalized World in the Twenty First Century; Joshua Cooper 

Ramo, The Age of Unthinkable: Why the New World Order Constantly Surprises US and What We 

Can Do About It.     



cause a backlash that will have a reverse effect from that which was originally 

hoped for. Finally, while many naturally embrace innovation over tradition, 

sometimes the old ideas are the most relevant.  

111. Furthermore, there is the predicament of success. Any new innovation stems 

from a compromising reality and begins with an experiment.  Successful 

innovations then become 'best practices' that are consolidated into institutions, 

habits and patterns of conduct. Flexibility is lost. Rigidity emerges. The serving 

elite of the first phase often ages, tires and retires. A new generation rises that 

enjoys success and tries to protect it, replacing risk-taking with risk-aversion and 

turning forces of change into protectors of status quo. Thereafter, rigidity and 

stagnation often lead to ineffectiveness, irrelevancy and ultimately to decline. 

Hence, paradoxically, as the only constant is change, the seeds of decline are 

always sown the moment success is attained.  

112. The ability of communities to respond effectively to the challenge of 

adaptation varies. Some successfully adapt to ensure renewed security and 

prosperity, which may sometimes even qualify as renaissance. They are evidently 

rising and their future is brighter, more prosperous and affluent than their present. 

Most muddle through. Others stagnate, prove unable to change altogether and 

eventually suffer harsh consequences that may even amount to collapse and 

decimation. The underlying cause for this is the extent to which they are relevant 

to the challenges and opportunities they face. Relevancy propels growth. 

Irrelevancy leads to growing insecurity and fewer resources.   

113. Governments and political systems of developed nations have proved ill-

structured and ill-equipped to meet the challenges of a rapidly evolving 

world. The ‘change in the nature of change’ exposes the inherent weaknesses of 

political and bureaucratic systems, which lack the incentives to take a substantive, 

systemic, broad and long-term view of the issues at hand. Furthermore, 

government elites have limited collective access to knowledge, experiences and 

wisdom. The failure of the societal contract of recent decades, as it regards to the 

trickle down of growth, has led to a breakdown of trust in politicians among 

nearly all developed nations. 

114. In such an environment of turmoil, leadership is being increasingly exercised 

without formal authority. Ron Heifetz defines leadership as the activity of 

mobilizing people to face the necessary adaptation in order to ensure the security 

and prosperity of their community. Such activity can take place from a position of 

authority by a minister, a rabbi and a school principal or from someone without 

authority. Yet, as the world is changing at such an accelerated pace, there is a 

growing mismatch between the structure of institutions and the mandates that 

their authority figures hold and the emerging reality. Consequently and inevitably, 

more leadership will necessarily be exercised without authority, primarily from 

civil society. This highlights the paradox of leadership in our time: while there is 

greater flexibility and more opportunities for creative and innovative action by 
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leaders, the required adaptation and the pressures on leaders are growing 

exponentially, as well.  

 

115. Israeli society is at the ‘bleeding edge’ of this challenge. It uniquely faces 

permanent adversity and exceptional volatility in the Middle East and around the 

world creating unmatched pressures for fundamental learning and adaptation. At 

the same time, as its government and political system continuously fail to address 

the deep societal concerns of Israeli society, a deep breakdown of trust permeates 

among Israelis.   

116. Furthermore, Israel is subject to and a victim of its own success. Zionism’s 

initial ideology, from the 1860s to the 1950s was revolutionary, seeking to 

transform Jewish society and to create a new polity in the Middle East. Indeed, the 

first fifty years of the 20th century were an era of radical and extensive societal 

experimentation and ‘adaptability on steroids,’ which peaked between 1948 and 

1967. At its summit, Israel became so successful and powerful that it could no 

longer grow territorially and militarily. An overstretched Israel suddenly faced 

unprecedented adversity. It took five years for the peak of 1967 to begin to 

collapse in a series of adjustments that included the 1973 Yom Kippur War, the 

1982 First Lebanon War, the collapse of the economic order in 1983-85 and the 

First Palestinian Uprising in late 1987. These events eventually led to a 

withdrawal from Sinai, a new economic outlook, the Oslo Peace Process, and the 

withdrawal from Lebanon and Gaza. Thus, the 1967 Six-Day War, which may 

mark the peak of Israel’s success, may also mark the turning point of when Israel 

became a status quo protecting society. 

117. At that moment of supreme success, Zionism failed to update its societal 

approach in a way that was integral to its Jewish heritage and relevant to its 

future. Israel’s intellectual and pioneering energies focused on the management 

and protection of its territorial acquisitions, while two of the most costly 

endeavors of Israeli society since 1973 have been the settlement of the West Bank 

and the military. Society building was neglected, together with education, 

infrastructure, welfare and personal safety. Societal innovation subsided, the 

originality of the Hebrew civilization eroded, and the void that emerged was filled 

by general theories about economics and society, free-market and competition that 

were imported primarily from the USA without  any Jewish roots and attributes. 

Thus, the Flexigidity of Israeli society, with its underlying ethics of inclusiveness 

and intellectual meritocracy, were compromised –and at a dire cost.  

118. This is why Israel’s adaptability must be revitalized bottom-up and not just 

top-down. Legislation, policies and budgets are essential yet insufficient. Israel’s 

government is structurally constrained in its ability to lead Israel into prosperity in 

the 21st century, even if the electoral system is successfully reformed and bold 

decisions are taken and implemented. The pace of change in the world simply 



compromises the ability of central authorities to govern effectively. Meanwhile, 

the full potential of Israel’s civil society is yet untapped.  

119. Being organized as a network of communities that are led by meritocratic 

civic leadership is the essential condition for Israel’s 21st century 

renaissance. The general public always possesses a great wealth of relevant 

information, knowledge and insights about its needs and potential solutions, 

which may stem from old traditions and from innovations happening in any corner 

of Israeli geography and society. Yet, that knowledge is scattered. The continuous 

process of its timely extraction and crystallization will necessarily involve trial 

and error, conceptual innovation, use of technologies and institution-building. 

Such broad societal evolution, tapping into the full potential of society, can only 

materialize through a network of vibrant, empowered and interconnected 

communities that are made up of thousands of institutions. In other words, the 

adaptability of Israeli society and its future security and prosperity will stem 

from its architecture. This is the legacy of Jewish history and this is the vision 

for Israel.  
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The Great Paradoxes of Jewish Flexigidity  

This section describes the great paradoxes of Jewish Flexigidity: The first paradox is 

that Jewish society produces remarkable collective pragmatism out of the interplay 

among many radicals. The second paradox is that Judaism and the Jewish People may 

be in a state of rare vulnerability in spite of the fact that they may have never been more 

powerful, prosperous and influential in the world. The third paradox is that while 

Jewish Flexigidity has proven to be self-sustaining, even in the most difficult periods, 

there is also in an acute need for Flexigid leadership, due to societal developments both 

in Israel and the USA that erode it.   

The Paradox of Collective Pragmatism Stemming from Many Radicals  

120. One of the great paradoxes of Jewish society stems from collective 

pragmatism, which emerges in spite of the particular radicalism prevalent in 

its midst. The Jewish People has repeatedly produced a collectively pragmatic 

outcome. Jews congregated in countries that were generally prosperous and secure 

and literally shifted their geographic ‘centers of gravity’ multiple times. They 

were repeatedly able to accumulate exceptional wealth and political influence 

while preserving the autonomy of their core institutions and retaining their unique 

identity, effectively adapting countless times. At the same time, the Jewish public 

sphere is often comprised of many radical voices. Some of them are path-breaking 

innovators in the areas of ethics, spirituality, society, technology and politics. 

Others are staunch conservatives, clinging to ancient customs and habits. The 

interplay and the interaction between them is a unique phenomenon of Jewish 

society.  

121. As mentioned earlier, small and diverse communities are the building blocks 

of Jewish society. While they share common, essential components, no two 

Jewish communities are identical, differing in their values, priorities, structures 

and institutions, and, therefore, lifestyles. Every node-community is relatively 

small, with even the largest modern synagogue only bringing together a few 

thousand families. In other words, the architecture of the Jewish People is 

conducive for and comprised of many small units. 11   

122. All community-units of Jewish society are independent and autonomous, yet 

directly and indirectly interconnected and interdependent. Such ties exist 

through personal relationships, associations, legacies and values. They allow for 

shared learning, the transmission of new traditions and collective adaptation. At 

the same time, every unit has the freedom to adapt the values, priorities and 

conduct of its own institutions to the needs of its members and to its specific local 

 
11   See Nassim Nicholas Taleb, Antifragile: Things that Gain from Disorder, p. 65-66, 69-71.  



context. Thus, inevitably, some communities will develop a particular and even 

radical outlook.  

123. The leadership of the Jewish People is similarly dispersed. Many centers 

compete for influence, leadership and power through brutally honest deliberations 

over the state of the Jewish People and the future of their community. Such 

debates occur within each community and among them. Yet, the impact of every 

leader and idea is limited and decreases with distance due to the vast geographic 

spread of the Jewish People and the radically different social, economic and 

political conditions of its communities. No single leader was able to sway all 

Diaspora Jews without opposition, not even Maimonides. 

 

124. Polarization, deep disagreement and even conflict are essential for the 

societal progress of Judaism. Each member of the community is encouraged to 

sharpen their argument, stand strongly and fight wholeheartedly for their outlook. 

Moral standing for this stems from the duty to explicate the intentions of God 

while striving for the betterment of the community. Such dynamics breed heated 

debates, intense dispute, deep divides, as well as hostility, abuse and occasionally 

even internal violence. Judaism nonetheless prefers getting to the root of the 

conflict by exposing and polarizing the opposing worldviews to a cozy feeling of 

false togetherness based on shallow platitudes. Furthermore, Judaism understands 

that differences in core beliefs can ultimately breed new and essential ideas, and 

therefore chooses to regulate conflict, rather than suppress it. 

125. This entire structure reflects a deep understanding that a resilient society 

must contend with radical experiments and ideas in its midst. Naturally, such 

experiments challenge the existing centers of power, institutions and conventions. 

Therefore they antagonize and provoke aggressive responses that may become 

abusive and violent. However, Judaism establishes powerful mechanisms to 

protect such voices and to keep them within the community. Its profound insight 

was that societal adaptation and the evolution of ideas, together with constant 

changes in the external environment, may turn today’s fringe into tomorrow’s 

mainstream. Judaism is designed to be united but not uniform.  

126. Essential to this structure and dynamic are the forces of Jewish unity that 

pull Jews toward each other. They ensure that most of these voices and 

perspectives will remain a part of the same society and continue to communicate 

with each other through the Jewish network. The inherent respect in Judaism for 

dissenting views that are ‘for the sake of heaven’ (le’shem shamayim),12 i.e. for 

the service of the community, is critically important in this context. Many 

factions, particularly within the extremes of the Jewish spectrum, do not engage 

each other directly. Nonetheless, their views do get across through the worldwide 

web of communities because they are much closer to each other in this network 

 
12   Avot 5:17 on Numbers 17. See also Sacks, Future Tense, p. 196. 
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than they might realize or admit. In rare cases, the innovation cannot be contained 

by Jewish society and the confrontation leads to a split or to harsh measures of ex-

communication. Such was the case with the Baytusim of the Mishnaic Period and 

the Karaites of the post-Talmudic era, Elisha Ben Abuya and Baruch Spinoza, 

who ultimately were no longer considered part of Jewish society. 

 

127. Ultimately, for a new idea to become a generally accepted Jewish practice and 

sometimes even taking on the force of law, it must prove to serve the 

collective security and prosperity of the community, without compromising 

its core identity. This ‘proof’ emerges through a painful, highly contentious and 

slow process that may last decades at a minimum, while the progressive forces 

adapt and implement it in spite of protests by the orthodox ones. Consistent, 

demonstrable success brings the more orthodox world to grudgingly gravitate 

towards allowing a change in its practices. The corollary of Jewish law and 

society with Jewish religion and faith rigidifies and eternalizes those few 

experiments that prove to consistently serve the security, prosperity and identity 

of the community. This process may take decades, generations and centuries to 

unfold, but eventually it affects even the most traditional groups in Judaism, 

whose pace of adaptation is slower than meets the eye. These dynamics of 

Flexigidity are permanently unfolding.  

128. Thus, the collective pragmatic performance and adaptability of Jewish society 

stems from its individual community-unit. As every community-unit evolves it 

challenges the other interconnected community-units to embrace or reject that 

change, or to adapt it to their own context. Yet, Judaism’s internal forces of debate 

and inherent dynamics of adversity create a counterforce to every innovation. This 

is why the potential chaos that may emerge out of the interplay among so many 

units with individual discretion rarely materializes. Every change in any one unit 

is calibrated by the responses of many other peer communities. 

129. These dynamics of evolution generate sophisticated risk-hedging of societal 

mechanisms that optimize the pace of Judaism’s collective adaptation. 

Innovation is essential for dealing with change, yet some novelties will prove 

invaluable over time, while others can be ill-conceived and even disastrous. 

Judaism ‘hedges’ these risks in that some of its factions engage with change while 

others are insulated from it, clinging steadfastly to old traditions. Therefore, 

Judaism is a permanently evolving hybrid of old and new, innovation and 

tradition. Its pace of progress and ‘constructive destruction’ of existing ideas, 

practices and institutions is optimized by its ‘invisible hand.’ The more radical the 

initial change, the more aggressively it will be challenged by others. 

Consequently, over time, radical innovations may be tamed, adjusted, adapted and 

potentially institutionalized, while simultaneously letting go of traditions that no 

longer serve the needs of the community. These mechanisms ensure that even 

epiphanies and revelations by individual geniuses go through the decentralized 

process that generates Judaism’s collective pragmatism.   



The Paradox of Security, Resilience, Prosperity and Vulnerability  

130. Another great paradox of our time is between Jewish power, influence and 

affluence, on the one hand, and the rare vulnerability of the Jewish People, 

on the other hand. Paradoxically, both stem from the concentration of Jews in 

Israel and the USA. This is perhaps the inevitable cycle of Jewish history where 

prosperity and security encourage immigration, which in turn leads to 

concentration, which results in vulnerability.  

131. Jewish power, prosperity and influence at the beginning of the 21st century 

are at a historic high, following nearly seven decades of dramatic and continuous 

rise since the Shoah. The Jewish national movement has been among the most 

successful in the 20th century, and Israel is strong, secure and developed. 

Meanwhile, most Diaspora Jews live in prosperous and free nations within 

respected and influential communities, and USA Jewry may be the most 

politically and economically powerful Diaspora Jewish community in history. 

Few Jews are oppressed, and only a handful of communities are discriminated 

against. The world of Torah and Jewish life are flourishing and an unprecedented 

number of people dedicate themselves to Judaism. In conclusion, the vast majority 

of individuals, households and communities of the Jewish People are better off 

today than they were seventy years ago or ever before.  

132. But, geopolitical changes raise the concern that the power and influence of 

the Jewish People may be peaking, as an outcome of a confluence of a few 

dramatic and powerful dynamics:  

133. First, the State of Israel raises concerns about its own longevity. As described 

earlier, in spite of dramatic successes, Israel’s national security remains  mired in 

an unending control of the Palestinian population and by hostility to its very 

existence, while a radical Islamic regime may soon have access to a nuclear 

weapon. Two Israeli prime ministers in the past decade invoked pre-Shoah 

memories to describe the risks facing Israel. Concurrently, Israeli society suffers 

from some of the ills that are prevalent among other developed nations. In other 

words, Israel has yet to produce an approach to governance that is uniquely 

Jewish yet outstandingly effective in diplomacy, security and economics, meeting 

the expectation of being a model society.   

134. Second, the USA may be declining. It is Israel’s primary strategic ally and the 

home of eighty percent of Diaspora Jewry. Therefore, its military and diplomatic 

stature and its economic wellbeing have a profound impact on the future of the 

Jews. Hence, the weakness of USA governance and its deep and  multi-

generational economic and societal crisis of a looming debt and massive deficits 

are dark clouds on the horizon of the Jewish People.  

135. Third, globalization is eroding the unique value and edge of the Jewish 

People, which has traditionally been the foundation of its economic wellbeing. 

Global interconnectedness through social media and telecommunication 
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compromises a unique advantage for the Jewish People that  stems from its global 

network of communities. Universal education is increasingly common and is no 

longer a distinctly Jewish characteristic. Many nations and peoples now have 

flourishing Diasporas, and some, like the Chinese, Lebanese and Korean, have 

reached global presence.  

136. Finally, the dynamics of Flexigidity, which ensured Jewish survival, security, 

prosperity and leadership, are being extensively and rapidly compromised. 

As described earlier, many among Israel’s Jewry no longer live within the 

framework of a community and participate in the dynamics of Jewish Flexigidity. 

In the Diaspora, the community structure is being challenged, as well. Thus, a 

high number of Jews no longer carry forward the DNA that ensured Jewish 

longevity.  

137. In conclusion, while this is a golden era of unprecedented security and 

prosperity for Jews, it is also a period of grave concern and emerging 

vulnerability. Jewish Flexigidity is being altered and, perhaps, compromised by 

external developments and internal trends.      

The Paradox of an Acute Need for Flexigid Leadership Now 

138. Another great paradox is between the proven resilience and adaptability of 

Jewish society, on the one hand, and the acute need for Flexigid leadership, 

on the other hand.  

139. The framework of Flexigidity should engender confidence in the Jewish 

future. Jewish society has demonstrated its ability to survive, prosper and to 

repeatedly offer leadership to humanity, outliving many great empires. That 

legacy implies that the Jewish People has the inherent capacity to adapt and 

evolve, and that Jews can be certain that Judaism will exist deep into the future. 

140. Furthermore, the dynamics of Jewish Flexigidity continue to propel an 

exceptional number of Jewish individuals and organizations to lead by 

experimenting with breakthrough concepts. Such leadership, innovation and 

creativity stem from the permanent, structured and inherent tensions of Jewish 

society described earlier, such as between unity and adversity, idealism and 

realism, and openness and insularity. They are broadly evident in Israel and in the 

Diaspora. They inspire confidence that new ideas and structures will continue to 

emerge and be experimented with, and, if proven to serve the prosperity and 

security of the community, will eventually be institutionalized and scaled.  

141. However, some of the transformations that occurred over the past decades 

are unprecedented in their depth, radicalism and scope. These changes 

compound the dramatic revolutions that occurred primarily in Europe during the 

19th and early 20th centuries. So much so that the vast majority of Jewish 

households and communities have been profoundly impacted by them.  



142. In general, Israeli society has become ‘rigid’ by dismantling its architecture as 

a network of communities. It concentrated many responsibilities that used to be 

handled at the community level into the hands of a central government. That 

structure is more rigid, politicized and insulated. Hence, many of the dynamics of 

Jewish Flexigidity were compromised in and by the State of Israel, and some of 

them barely exist in Israeli society. Consequently, the majority of Israeli Jews, 

who represent forty percent of world Jewry, no longer carry forward the DNA of 

the Jewish Flexigid society.  

143. Meanwhile, Diaspora Jewry, particularly in the USA, has moved in the 

direction of ‘Flexibility.’ It has abandoned many of the elements that balanced 

the de-centralizing tendencies of the Jewish ecosystem such as the allegiance to 

Zion, mastery of Hebrew, connection to the world of Torah and the centrality of 

community institutions. This is captured by the statistics that fifty percent of 

Jewish young adult marry non-Jews without a desire to continue Jewish life 

within their households, and forty percent of USA Jews define themselves as ‘just 

Jewish,’ which often means that they have lost any meaningful association with 

Judaism and the Jewish People through community, Torah, tradition, Zion and 

Hebrew. Here too, many Diaspora Jews no longer carry forward the DNA of the 

Flexigid society.  

144. Thus, the longevity of Jewish Flexigidity should not be taken for granted, as 

the ecosystem that supported it may be going out of balance and become 

dramatically weakened. The pace and scope of change both in Israel and the 

Diaspora are of historical magnitude. A large number of Jews are changing their 

societal DNA simultaneously at an unprecedented speed. This post-Shoah period 

of such geographic, economic, technological and societal transformation can only 

be equated to the aftermath of the destruction of the Temple. Then too, Jewish 

longevity should not have been taken for granted.   

145. Meanwhile, Jewish leaderships in Israel and in the Diaspora are growing 

apart. The societal DNA in both locations is increasingly different. On the Israeli 

side, many of its politicians may have more in common with parliamentarians in 

other democratic countries than with the leaders of Diaspora Jewish communities. 

In the Diaspora, fewer leaders have a deep association with a State of Israel that is 

no longer so dependent on their collective mobilization. It is becoming 

increasingly more difficult for leaders in Israel to incorporate the perspective of 

Diaspora into their actions, and vice versa.  

146. Therefore, the Jewish People is in dire need of leaders and acts of leadership 

that stem from a holistic and broad view of Judaism, Jewish society and 

history, qualifying as ‘Flexigid leadership.’ 

End.  

 


